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Let A be a C*-algebra and X a Banach A-module. The module action of A 
on X gives rise to module actions of A ** on X* and X**, and derivations 
of A into X (resp. X*) extend to derivations of A** into X** (resp. X*). If A 
is nuclear, and X is a dual Banach A-module with X* weakly sequentially 
complete, then every derivation of A into X is inner. Under the same hypothesis 
on A, the extension to the finite part of A** of any derivation of A into any 
dual Banach A-module is inner, as are all derivations of A into A*. Every 
derivation of a semifinite von Neumann algebra into its predual is inner. 
A C*-algebra A is called nuclear if the double dual of A is an injective von 
Neumann algebra [6] and is called amenable if every derivation from A into the 
dual of a Banach A-module is inner [14]. In [8] Connes proved that every 
amenable C*-algebra is nuclear (see also [5]). This paper presents some partial 
results concerning the converse implication and related matters. 
Let A be a C*-algebra and X a Banach A-module, which we will always 
assume to be unital if A has a unit. In Section 1 we show how the action of A on X 
can be extended to give actions of A ** on X* and X** and how a derivation of 
A into X (resp. X*) can be extended to a derivation of A** into X** (resp. X”). 
The arguments in this section depend heavily on certain weak compactness 
results from [2, 31 which would seem not to be available were A merely assumed 
to be a Banach algebra. We prove in Section 2 that derivations of a nuclear 
C*-algebra A into certain types of Banach A-modules are inner or “nearly 
inner.” In particular, if A is nuclear and D: A -+ X is a derivation into a dual 
Banach A-module X with X* weakly sequentially complete, then D is inner. 
Under the same hypotheses on A, we also show that for a derivation D of A 
into any dual Banach A-module, the extension of D to the finite part of A** is 
inner, and that all derivations of A into A* are inner. This last result motivates 
the question of whether every derivation of a von Neumann algebra into its 
predual is inner. We answer this affirmatively for semifinite von Neumann 
algebras in Section 3. 
* Research by both authors for this paper was partially supported by NSF Grant 
MCS 77-01850. 
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1. EXTENSION TO A** 
Let A be a C*-algebra and X a Banach A-module as defined in [14, Sect. 11. 
Recall that the action of A on X* is defined by (uf)(x) =f(xu) and (fu)(x) = 
f(ux) for a E A, f E X*, and x E X. We define elements (x,f) and [f, x] of A* 
by 
(x7 f)(u) = f (43 (1) 
[f> a4 = f (4. (2) 
Easy computations show that 
[f, 4 = [f7 44 (3) 
(ax, f) = u(x, f ), (4) 
@a, f) = (x, uf ), (5) 
[f, ml = [fat 4. (6) 
For b E A** and f E X*, define elements bf and fb of X* by 
(bf )(4 = <If, 4, 6, 
(fb)(x) = ((2, f ), b). 
(7) 
(8) 
(Here and in what follows, we use angle brackets to denote the pairing between 
A* and A**.) If b actually belongs to A, then this agrees with the action of A 
on X* already defined. Definitions (7) and (8) were given in [14, pp. 16-171. 
Equation (3) shows that (b1b2)f = bl(b2f) for f E X* and b, , b, E A**; i.e., X* 
is a left A**-module. Equation (4) shows that X* is a right A**-module. 
Equation (5) shows that u(fb) = (uf)b for a E A and b E A**, while Eq. (6) 
shows that b(fu) = (bf)u. Also, these actions of A** on X* are normal in the 
sense that if b, -+ b a(A **, A*), then b,f --f bf and fba --f fb 0(X*, X). So far we 
have not used in any essential way the assumption that A is a C*-algebra, but 
in order to prove that b,(fb,) = (b,f) b, for all b, , 6, E A**, it seems necessary 
to use a C*-algebra result of Akemann. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. With the definitions given above, X* is a normal Banach 
A**-module, i.e., (b,f) b, = bl(fb2) for ullf e Xx, b, , b, E A**. 
Proof. For x E X and f E X*, define 02,f : A + A* by O,,,(u) = (x, uf). By 
[2, Corollary 11.91, O,,, is weakly compact. Take b, E A**. By the Kaplansky 
density theorem, there is a net {am} in A, bounded in norm by 11 b, // that converges 
a(A**, A*) to b, . Since O,,, maps norm-bounded subsets of A to relatively 
weakly compact subsets of A*, we may assume without loss of generality that 
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{6.&a,)} converges o(A*, A**) to some g E A*. For b, E A** we then have 
WfbJ)(4 = lim(4&>&4 
= lim(W> &A4 
= 1X(x, a,f), 4) 
= lin-4%&a), b2) 
= (g, 0 
NowforaEA 
(x, bf)@ = (bJ)W 
= <Lf, 4, b,) 
= lim[f, ux](u,) 
= lim f(uxa,) 
= lim(x, a&(a) 
= lim %&,)W 
= g(4 
so (x, b,f) = g. This means that 
Kh.0 4dW = (Gc kfh b,) 
= <g, 4) 
= MfbJ)(4 
by our previous calculation, so (b,f) b, = b,(fb,) as required. 
We remark that if X = A*, then the resulting action of A** on X* is just 
the Arens multiplication on A**. 
Since X* is a Banach A**-module by Proposition 1 .l, we see that X** is a 
dual A**-module under the dual action. We denote this action by b * p and 
v*b (bEA**, ye E X**), i.e., (b * v)(f) = v(fb) and (9’ * b)(f) = v(bf) for 
f E X*. Notice that X** can be made into a Banach A**-module in a second 
way, namely, by doing to the A-module X* what was done above to the A- 
module X. The result is a normal action of A** on X**, which we denote by 
b .v and 9 * b, i.e., (b . q)(f) = ([y,f], b), where [v,f] E A* is defined by 
[p,f](u) = r+@z) (a E A), and similarly for v . b. We thus have two actions of 
A** on X**, one of them dual, the other normal. It is easily checked that 
a.q~=a*g, and v’a=g,*a for agA, ~JEX**, but in general the two 
actions do not coincide on all of A **. For example, let A be the C*-algebra of 
compact operators on a separable, infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H, and 
let X be the trace-class operators on H. In this case, the action of A** = B(H) 
on X* = B(H) given by Eqs. (7) and (8) is easily seen to be just the action of 
B(H) on itself by left and right multiplication, so the action * of A** on X** 
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is the usual dual action of B(H) on B(H)*. But this action is not normal, and 
hence must be different from the normal action . of A ** on X**. 
We show now that the two actions coincide when X* is weakly sequentially 
complete. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If X is a Banach A-module such that X* is weakly sequen- 
tially complete, then the * and . actions of A* * on X** coincide, so that X** is a 
dual, normal A**-module. 
Proof. Take b E A* * and let {aJ be a norm-bounded net in A converging 
a(A**, A*) to b. For f EX*, define 0, : A -tX* by O,(a) =fa. Since X* is 
weakly sequentially complete, 0, is weakly compact [3], and we may assume that 
{ef(aJ} converges 0(X*, X**) to a functional g E X*. For v E X**, we have 
(b * y,>(f) = lMaw . d(f) 
= lim p)(fa,) 
= cpw 
(The first equality holds because the . action is normal.) On the other hand, 
(b * 94(f) = dfb) and 
(f@(x) = <(x,f)s b> 
= lin-0, f), a,> 
= lim f(u,x) 
= lim(fa,)(x) 
= g(x), 
so that fb = g. Hence (b * y)(f) = y(g) = (b . y)(f), so 6 * 9 = b * 91. An 
analogous argument shows that v c b = y . 6, and the proof is complete. 
Let X be a Banach A-module and D a derivation of A into X, i.e., D: A -+ X 
is linear and D(ab) = a D(b) + D(a)b for all a, 6 E A. By [15], D is automatically 
norm continuous. We now show that the second transpose map D**: A** -+ X** 
is a derivation with respect to the normal action . of A** on X**. If b E A** 
andf E X*, then D*(f) = f 0 D, D**(b) = b o D*, and D**(b)(f) = <f 0 D, b). 
It is immediate that if A and X are identified with their images in A** and X**, 
then D** extends D, and that D** is a(A**, A*)-to-o(X**, X*) continuous. 
Take a E A, b E A**; the following computation shows that D**(ab) = 
aD**(b) + D**(a) . b. Indeed, let {aa} be a net in A converging a(A**, A*) 
to b. Then 
D**(ab)(f) = (fo D, ab) 
= <(fo W, b) 
= lim((f 0 D)a, a,) 
= limf(D(a) a, + aD(a,)). 
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On the other hand, 
(d**(b) + D**(a) . b)(j) = D**(b)(ja> + ((f, D”“(a)), b) 
= (($4 0 D, b) + ((f, D**(4), b) 
= W((f4 0 Q a,> + D**(4W)> 
= 1imfWW + ((~0 0 D>(4) 
= limj(uD(u,) + D(u) a,). 
A similar argument shows that D**(bu) = b . D**(u) + D**(b)u. Our proof 
that D**(bc) = D**(b) . c + b . D**(c) for b, c E A** once again uses the weak 
compactness result of Akemann. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. If D: A --f X is a derivation and A** acts normally on X** 
us defined above, then D **: A** -X** is a normal derivation. 
Proof. For Jo X*, let 0,: A ---f A* be defined by Of(u)(b) -j(bD(u)). By 
[2, Corollary 11.91, 0, is weakly compact. Fix b E A** and choose a norm- 
bounded net {Us} in A converging a(A **, A*) to b. We may assume that {e,(u,)> 
converges $A*, A**) to a functional p E A *. Let c be another fixed element of 
A**. Then 
D**(d)(f) = lim D**(cu,)(j) 
= lim(D**(c) a, + c . D**(u,))(f) 
= (D**(c) . b)(j) + lim(c . D**(u~))(~). 
We know that D**(a,) -+ D**(b) in the a(X **, X*) topology, but since the action 
. is not necessarily dua1, we cannot conclude immediately that (c . D**(u,))(f) -+ 
(c . D*“(b))(f). However, (c * D**(u,))(f) = ([D**(u,), j], c) and for a E A, 
we have 
so P**kd f 1 
P**(4> f I@> = D**(4W 
= (($4 0 D, a,> 
= .f(aWd 
= w?&>> 
f?$(u,), which converges o(A*, A**) to p. Hence 
lim(c * D**(u,))(j) = {p, c). 
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Now (c . D**(b))(f) = ([D**(b), f], c> and for a E A, 
rD**m fl(4 = ~**wf4 
= ((fa) 0 D, 6) 
= lim((fu) 0 D, a,} 
= lim f(uD(u,)) 
= lim 8f(u,)(u) 
= PW, 
SO [D**(b),f] = p. Hence 
D**(d)(f) = (D**(c) * b)(f) -t (P, c> 
= (D**(c) *b)(f) + (CD**@), fl c> 
= (D**(c) . b + c . D**(b))(f). 
This completes the proof. 
If X is a Banach A-module and D: A ---f X* is a derivation, then there is also 
a way to extend D to a derivation D: A** + X*. Let x E X and define fz E A* 
by f$(u) = D(u)(x). Define L% A** +X* by 
It is immediate that D is linear and o(A**, A*)-to-o(X*, X) continuous, and 
that b extends D. The weak *-continuity of b and the normality of the action 
of A** on X* show that b(bc) = bD(c) + b(b)c if either 6 or c is in A and the 
other is in A**. Our proof that this equality holds for all b, c E A** is similar in 
spirit to that for Proposition 1.3. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If D: A -+ X* is a derivation, then D extends to a normal 
derivation B: A** --f X*, where the action of A** on X* is given by Eqs. (7) 
and (8). 
Proof. Fix b, c E A** and x E X. We must show that 
d(bc)(x) = (b@c) + &b)c)(x). 
Define 0,: A -A* by f?,(u) = (x, D(u)). By [2, Corollary II.91, e2 is weakly 
compact, so that if {uJ is a norm-bounded net in A converging cr(iz**, A*) 
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to b, we may assume that (e,(a,)) converges a(A*, A**) to a functional p E A*. 
ForaEA,wehave 
(x, D(b))(a) = D(b)(ax) 
y= (faz 7 b) 
= lim(f,, , a,) 
== lim D(u,)(ux) 
-= lim(x, D(uol))(u) 
= p(a), 
so p = (x, d(b)). Further, 
= 1X(x, D(Q), c> 
= lim(D(all)c)(x). 
We conclude that 
B&)(x) = lim D(u,c)(x) 
= lim(&c) + D(u,)c)(x) 
= (b&) + q&)(x), 
where we have used the weak *-continuity of b and the normality of the action 
of A** on X*. This completes the proof. 
2. DERIVATIONS ON NUCLEAR C*-ALGEBRAS 
We now use the results of the previous section to show that derivations of 
nuclear C*-algebras into certain Banach modules are inner. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a nuclear C*-algebra and X a Bunuch A-module 
with X* zceukly sequentially complete. For any derivation D: A+ X, there 
exists 93 E X** such that D(u) = up, - pa for all a E A. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.2, X** is a dual, normal A**-module under the 
action . defined in the previous section, while D**: A** -+X** is a normal 
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derivation by Proposition 1.3. By [ll, 14, Proposition 7.61, A** has an ultra- 
weakly dense, strongly amenable C*-subalgebra B. Since X** is a dual B-module, 
there exists v E X** such that o**(b) = b . r,~ - v . b for all b E B. But D** 
is a normal derivation and the action of A** on X** is normal, so because B is 
ultraweakly dense in A** we have D**(a) = a . v - 9 . a for all a E A**. 
This proves the proposition since D** extends D. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a nuclear C*-algebra and X a dual Banach A-module 
with X* weakly sequentially complete. Then all derivations D: A - X are inner. 
Proof. By the preceding proposition, we can find y E X** such that D(a) =-- 
acp - rpa for all a E A. Let Y be a Banach A-module such that Y* = X (and 
the given action of A on X is the dual action from Y). The natural inclusion 
mapj: Y+ Y** is an A-module map, as is its transpose j*: Y*** - Y*. If we 
identify Y” canonically with a subspace of Y***, it is immediate that j* is a 
projection of Y*** onto Y*. That is, j* projects X** onto X and is an A- 
module map. Applying j* to the equation D(a) = up, - ~‘a, we have D(a) = 
4*(v) - j*(v) a f or all a E A, so that D is implemented by j*(v). This proves 
the proposition. 
We remark that examples of A-modules X satisfying the conditions of 
Proposition 2.1 (resp. Theorem 2.2) can be constructed by taking X to be a 
C*-algebra (resp. von Neumann algebra) for which there exist representations 
T-1 , 7rg: 4 - X, and defining the action of A on X by ax = rI(a)x and xa = - 
mrz(a). Derivations into A-modules of this sort have been studied in [4, Sect. 31. 
It is still an open question whether every derivation D of a nuclear C*-algebra 
A into an arbitrary dual module X* must necessarily be inner, but the following 
theorem shows that the extension i% A** -+ X* (defined by Eq. (9) of Sect. 1) 
is inner on the finite part of A**. (The action of A** on X* is given by Eqs. (7) 
and (8) of Section 1.) 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a nuclear C*-algebra, and let p be the largest finite 
central projection in A**. If X is a Banach A-module and D: A -X* is a 
derivation, then there is a functional f E X* such that fi(b)p = fb - bf for all 
b E A**p. 
Proof. By [ll], A**p has an ultraweakly dense C*-subalgebra B which is 
the norm-closed linear span of an amenable group G of unitaries. (Here, p is the 
identity of B, so uu * = u*u = p for u E G.) Let m be an invariant mean for G. 
Note that X* need not be a unital as a B-module. Define F E X*** by 
WA = wdd&4 u*>> b 6 X**). (10) 
Note that F *p = F. (We use * here to denote both the dual action of A** on 
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X* * and the dual of this dual action on X***.) For uO E G we compute (as in 
the proof of Theorem 2.5 in [14]) that 
so that u$ * F * uO = F - D(ug*) uO . It follows that a(@)p =F * u$ - u,$ *F c p = 
F * u$ - u$ *F. Since B is the norm-closed linear span of G, we have 
fi(b)p =F*b- b*F for all b E B. (11) 
(Since the *-action of A*” on X*** is not normal, we cannot conclude imme- 
diately at this point that (11) is valid for all b E A**p. Notice also that we have 
not yet used the finiteness of A**p.) Let j: X -+ X** be the inclusion map. 
Define f E X* by 
fW = mumu) u*)@)L sothat Foj=f. (12) 
Claim. For all b E A**p and x E X we have F(j(x) * b) = (bf)(x) and 
W *j(4) = W)W 
[Proof of claim. Fix x E X and b E A**p, and let (a,> be a norm-bounded 
net in A converging to b in the ultrastrong *-topology. We define a bounded 
linear map 0 from B to the predual (A**p), of A**p by 
+mP) = (cP%w)Y (13) 
where c E A** and d E B. (We know that O(d) is ultraweakly continuous on 
A**p because the action of A** on X* is normal.) By [2, Corollary II.91, 0 is 
weakly compact, so {O(u): u E G} is a relatively weakly compact subset of 
(A**p), . By [l, Proposition 21 or [17, Theorem 11, the finiteness of A**p 
implies that {I e(u) I: u E G} is also relatively weakly compact, and it follows from 
[17, Theorem 31 that the set K = (uO(u*): u E G} is relatively weakly compact. 
Now a,p + bp = b in the ultrastrong *-topology, and hence in the Mackey 
topology [2], so a,,p + b uniformly on the relatively weakly compact set K. 
For u E G, we note that pu = u and that &(u*) = D(p) - B(u) u* because b 
is a derivation and UU* = p. The quantity &?(u*)(a,p - b), which goes to zero 
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uniformly for II E G as a: increases, may be rewritten, using (13), as follows: 
ue(u*)(u, p - b) = B(u”)(a, pu - bu) 
= qu*)(a$ - bu) 
= (u,ud(u”) - buD(u”))(x) 
= (&p) - bB( p))(x) + (bD(u) u* - u,S(u) u*)(x). 
Since the action of A* * on X* * . IS normal, we have lim(u,I?( p) - bfi( p))(x) = 0. 
Consequently, (b&u) u* - &u) u*)(x) goes to zero uniformly for u E G as 
01 increases. This implies that 
m,{(bd(u) u*)(x)} = lim m,{(u,D(u) u*)(x)}. (14) 
We now compute that 
J’(jW * 6) = wM9 * W%4 ~“1) (by (10)) 
= wixb%4 U*>w> 
= lim m,{(u,b(u) u*)(x)} (by (14)) 
= lim m,@(u) u*)(xuJ) 
= lim f (xu,) (by (12)) 
= lim(u,f)(x) 
= (bf )(x)* 
A similar argument shows that F(b *j(x)) = (fb)(x).] 
In particular, if b E B and x E X, we see by (11) and the above claim that 
(~PlP)(x) = (F * bM4) - (b *W(4) = V%x> - (bf )(x), i.e., 
&b)p = fb - bf (15) 
for all b E B. Now suppose that b E A**p and choose a net {b,) in B converging 
to b ultraweakly. Since the action of A** on X* is not necessarily a dual action, 
we cannot immediately take weak *-limits in (15) to complete the proof. How- 
ever, fi(b,)p = d(b,p) - b,$( p) = D(b,) - b,B( p), and since B is ultraweak- 
to-weak* continuous and A** acts normally on X*, it follows that {fi(b,)p} 
converges weak* to D(b) - bo( p). This in turn is euqal to D(b)p, because 
b = bp and D is a derivation. On the other side, (fba - baf) converges weak* 
tofb - bf by the normality of the action of A** on X**. Hence, l?(b) = fb - bf 
for all b E A**p. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Since C*-algebras are never weakly sequentially complete unless finite- 
dimensional [18, Proposition 21, the hypotheses of Corollary 2.2 are not satisfied 
for derivations from A into A * unless A is finite-dimensional. In this special case, 
however, we can prove that such derivations on nuclear C*-algebras are inner 
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by another method. We note that if X = A, then the action of A** on X* = A* 
defined by Eqs. (7) and (8) of Section 1 is the usual action. 
THEOREM 2.4. If A is a nuclear C*-algebra, then all derivations D: A -+ A* 
are inner. 
Proof. We consider the extension D: A** + A” defined by Eq. (9) of 
Section 1. Choose, using [ll], a strongly amenable, ultraweakly dense C*- 
subalgebra B of A**. Then we may restrict b to B and regard it as a derivation 
of B into the dual B-module A***, so there exists F E A*** such that D(b) = 
Fb - bF for all b E B. Now for any von Neumann algebra R, the map R* -+ R, 
which picks out the normal part of a functional in R* is an R-module map (see 
[19, 201). Hence there is a projection P: A*** -+ A* which is an A**-module 
map. Now P(F) implements D on B and belongs to A*. The proof is completed 
by using the normality of 6, and the normality of the action of A** on A*. 
3. DERIVATIONS OF A VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA INTO ITS PRBDUAL 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 prompts the question of whether all derivations 
from a von Neumann algebra into its predual are inner. (If this were always 
the case, then the special assumptions on A in that theorem could be dropped.) 
We show in this section that if R is a semifinite von Neumann algebra, then all 
derivations from R to R, are inner. We deal first with the finite case. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a finite won Neumann algebra. If D: R + R, is a 
derivation, then there exists f E R, with /j f 11 < I( D /( such that D(a) = fu - uf 
forallaER. 
Proof. We will find the required f by using the Ryll-Nardzewski fixed-point 
theorem (see [12, Appendix 21). We know that D is automatically norm- 
continuous [15] and in fact weakly compact [2, Corollary 11.91, so (D(u): 
u E Q(R)} is relatively weakly compact. (Here, e!(R) is the unitary group of 
R.) By [l, Theorem l] or [17, Proposition 21, the set {I D(u)\: u E @i(R)} is also 
relatively weakly compact since R is finite. It then follows from [17, Theorem 31 
that {D(u) u*: u E e(R)} is relatively weakly compact. Finally, the weakly 
closed convex hull K of {D(u) u*: u E e(R)} is weakly compact by Krein’s 
theorem [9,0.434]. For u E C%(R), let 01,: R, -+ R, be given by a,(f) = 
ufu* + D(u) u*. It is immediate that each 01~ is affine and weakly continuous. 
Further, we have for any v E S(R) that 
aJD(v) v*) = uD(v) v*u* + D(u) u* 
= (D(uv) - D(u)v) v*u* + D(u) u* 
= D(uv) v*u*, 
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so each 01~ maps K into K and olUoly = 01~~ . The resulting action of e(R) on 
K is distal because for anyf,g E R, we have 11 au(f) - or,(g)g)l] = 11 ~(f- g) u* I/ = 
IIf - g /I. The Ryll-Nardzewski fixed-point theorem now yields an f e K (so 
I/f // < (/ D II) such that a,(f) = f for all u E 4(R). That is, D(u) = fu - uf and 
hence D(a) = fa - affor all u E R. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a semifinite von Neumann algebra. If D: R -+ R, is 
a derivation, then there exists f E R, with /If (1 < /I D 11 such that D(a) = fa - af 
for all a E R. 
Proof. We begin by showing that D is automatically o(R, R,)-to-a(R, , R) 
continuous. This amounts to showing that for each a E R, the functional h 
defined by h(b) = D(b)( a is ultraweakly continuous. For this, we need only ) 
show that the restriction of h to each maximal abelian *-subalgebra M of R is 
ultraweakly continuous [19, Corollary 11. If we consider D as a derivation from 
M into the dual M-module R”, then the strong amenability of M implies that 
there exists g E R* such that D(m) = gm - mg for all m E M. As in the proof of 
Theorem 2.5, the normal part of g [19] is a functional in R, that implements 
the restriction of D to M, from which it follows immediately that h is ultra- 
weakly continuous on M, and hence on all of R. 
Now let {ea} be a net of finite projections in R increasing to 1. For each (II, 
define 0,: e,Re, -+ (e,Re,), by D,(e,be,)(e,aqJ = D(e,be,)(e,ae,). Then D, is a 
derivation and, since e,Re, is finite, Lemma 3.1 shows that there exists an 
f~E(e,Re,),withIlf,/IdIID,lidIIDIIandD,(x)=f,x-xf~forallxEe,Re,. 
Let g, E R, be defined by g,(a) = fm(e,aeJ. S ome subnet of {ga} (without loss of 
generality this net itself) converges a(R*, R) to a functional g E R*. We show 
that D(x) = N(g)x - xN(g) f or all x E R, where N(g) E R, is the normal part 
of g. Assume first that x = e,xe, for some a. Then for any a E R, we have 
= IiF D(eexe,)(eeaee) 
= 16 (fdw4 - (eaxdfa)(eBaed 
= liam fp(e,xeBaeB - e,ae,xe,) 
= hm fs(ea(xa - ax) es) 
= hmgp(xa - ax) 
= g(xa - ax) 
= (.P - %w* 
If x = e,xe, for some 01, then, D(x) = gx - xg and hence D(x) = N(g)x - xN(g), 
since N is an R-module map. The proof is completed by taking limits using the 
a(R, R,)-to-u(R, , R) continuity of D. 
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We remark that Hoover [13] has obtained a result related to the above theorem, 
namely, that all derivations from any C*-subalgebra of B(H) into B(H), are 
inner. We do not know whether one can replace B(H) in this setting by an 
arbitrary semifinite von Neumann algebra, although the proof of Lemma 3.1 
does show that one can replace B(H) by any finite van Neumann algebra. 
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